There are infinitely, but at most continuously, many varieties of groups; the precise cardinal is unknown. It is easy to see that if there is no infinite properly descending chain of varieties (equivalently, if the laws of every variety have a finite basis), then the number of varieties is countable infinity; the converse implication does not seem to have been proved. This note presents an argument which implies that if the locally finite or the locally nilpotent varieties fail to satisfy the minimum condition, then there are continuously many such varieties. Alternatively, one can conclude that if a locally finite or locally nilpotent variety 33 has a finite basis for its laws but some subvariety U of 83 has none, then there are continuously many varieties between II and 93. On the number of varieties of groups 445 PROOF. Put *SSj = var i 7 i (58 3 ) for every pair of positive integers i, j ; note that *9Sj is increasing in i and decreasing in /. For each function / : k ->/(&) from the set I of positive integers to the set {0, 1}, define a variety SB/ between SB X and n {SB 3 -: / £ /} by where a, b are suitable strictly increasing functions from I to I: the task is to choose a and b so that SB/ # SB, , if / ^ g. In fact, a and ft will be defined so that if m is the first integer on which / and g disagree, then
where F is any (absolutely) free group of rank a(m). Now u {% :iel} = %, and SS X > 3S 2 ensure that % = <SS 2 cannot hold for every * in I. Let a(l) be the first value of i for which 'SSj > *S8 2 , and let 6(1) = 1: then 6(2) > 6(1) suffices for the validity of (1) Australian National University Canberra
